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Abstract. We extend techniques employed by Garibaldi to con-
struct various new injections involving the half-spin group, HSpin,
induced by lifting the Kronecker tensor product to simply connected
groups. We calculate the Rost multipliers of the maps we have con-
structed. Furthermore, we utilize our new map PSp2n×PSp2m ↪→
HSpin4nm to describe the structure of the normalized degree three
cohomological invariants of HSpin4n.
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1 Introduction

Degree three cohomological invariants of semisimple linear algebraic groups as
given in [GMS] have been recently studied and computed in [Ba17], [BR13],
[GQ08], [Me16], [MNZ] and others. Rost multipliers played an important role in
those computations. In this paper, we introduce new maps between split linear
algebraic groups, compute their Rost multipliers, and utilize one of the new
maps to describe the structure of cohomological invariants of the split half-spin
group. In particular, working over a field F of characteristic different from 2,
we use the Steinberg construction of Chevalley groups to explicity describe the
Kronecker tensor product map between split semisimple linear algebraic group
schemes lifted to the simply connected setting (this is done in section 4). We do
so by generalizing the methods of Garibaldi from [Ga09, §7] which are outlined
in section 3. Using this explicit description we are able to compute the kernel
of compositions of these maps into the half-spin group and therefore produce
new injections.
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Theorem A. When at least one of n and m is even there exist commutative
diagrams of split linear algebraic group schemes

Sp2n×Sp2m Spin4nm

PSp2n×PSp2m HSpin4nm

Spin2n×Spin2m Spin4nm

PSO2n×PSO2m HSpin4nm .

Furthermore, for any n and m, there exists a commutative diagram of split
linear algebraic group schemes

Spin4n×Spin2m+1 Spin4n(2m+1)

HSpin4n×SO2m+1 HSpin4n(2m+1)

In all diagrams the top maps are the lifted Kronecker tensor product.

The Rost multipliers, integers describing induced maps between quadratic in-
variants, of these news maps are computed in section 6. Our main result is
in section 7. As an application of the existence of the map Sp2n×Sp2m →
HSpin4nm, we prove the following structure theorem about the degree three
normalized cohomological invariants of the half-spin group.

Theorem B. Let n ≥ 2. We can describe the degree three normalized invari-
ants of HSpin4n as

Inv3(HSpin4n, 2)norm
∼=


F×/(F×)2 n is odd or n = 2

F×/(F×)2 ⊕ Z/2Z n ≡ 2 (mod 4) and n 6= 2

F×/(F×)2 ⊕ Z/4Z n ≡ 0 (mod 4).

This generalizes a result of Bermudez and Ruozzi in [BR13]. Finally in section
7.1, we describe an explicit non-trivial non-decomposable normalized degree
three invariant of HSpin4n arising as a pull back of an invariant of PSO4n

constructed in [Me16]. When n ≡ 2 (mod 4) and n 6= 2, this gives a complete
description of the normalized invariants of HSpin4n (Remark 16). Addition-
ally, the appendices contain concrete descriptions of the groups Sp,Spin and
SO via Chevalley generators and relations which are utilized throughout the
paper.
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2 Preliminaries

Throughout this paper we work over a field F of characteristic different from 2
and deal with linear algebraic groups schemes of types B, C, and D over F. We
do so by mainly focusing on the group of points over Fsep, the separable closure
of F, and obtaining the F-points via Galois descent.

2.1 Split Linear Algebraic Group Schemes

In the split case, we will consider the orthogonal involution on Mn(F) given by

τn : Mn(F)→ Mn(F)

A 7→ ΩnA
TΩn

where Ωn =

 1

. .
.

1


and the associated group schemes PSOn(τn),SOn(τn), and Spinn(τn). For
brevity, we use the unadorned PSOn,SOn, and Spinn when the orthogonal
involution in question is the above τn. The Fsep-points of these groups are

SOn(Fsep) = {A ∈ Mn(Fsep) | A · (τn ⊗ 1)(A) = I,det(A) = 1}
PSOn(Fsep) = SOn(Fsep)/Z(SOn(Fsep))

Spinn(Fsep) = 〈xα(t) | α ∈ ΦSpinn
, t ∈ Fsep〉.

Here we are using the language of Chevalley generators as in [St68] to describe
Spinn. In this language, the Fsep points of a group scheme G are generated
by elements xα(t) where α ∈ ΦG is a member of the root system of the group
and t ∈ Fsep. Additional significant elements are named

wα(t) := xα(t)x−α(−t−1)xα(t) and hα(t) := wα(t)wα(−1) for t ∈ F×sep.

The generators of Spinn satisfy the relations of appendix 2. To see the rela-
tionship between these groups in the language of Chevalley generators we use
[St68, Lemma 28(d)] to compute the center of Spinn. The center of Spin2n

when n is even can also be found in [GQ08, Example 8.6]. Noting that Spin2n

is type Dn and Spin2n+1 is type Bn, in each case let Φ be the root system and
choose the standard simple system of roots ∆ = {α1, . . . , αn} ⊂ Φ as in [Bou].
Then

Z(Spin2n) ∼=

{
µ2 × µ2 n even

µ4 n odd
and Z(Spin2n+1) ∼= µ2.

The Fsep-points are

Z(Spin2n(Fsep)) =

{
{1, ξ1, hαn−1

(−1)hαn
(−1), ξ2} n even

{1, ζ, ζ2, ζ3} n odd

Z(Spin2n+1(Fsep)) = {1, hαn
(−1)}.
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where

ξ1 =

n−1∏
k=1
k odd

hαk
(−1), ζ =

n−2∏
k=1
k odd

hαk
(−1) · hαn−1

(i)hαn
(−i)

ξ2 = hαn−1(−1)hαn(−1)ξ1

and i ∈ Fsep is an element such that i2 = −1. Note that since the hα(t)
commute with one another and are multiplicative in their arguments, ζ2 =
hαn−1

(−1)hαn
(−1). Therefore we have that

SO2n(Fsep) ∼= Spin2n(Fsep)/{1, hαn−1(−1)hαn(−1)}
PSO2n

∼= Spin2n /Z(Spin2n)

SO2n+1
∼= Spin2n+1 /Z(Spin2n+1) ∼= PSO2n+1 .

Hence these groups can also be described by the Chevalley generators xα(t)
subject to the usual relations in Spinn with the additional relations imposed
by the quotients. The translation between the Chevalley language and the
matrix language within SOn is given in appendix 2. When n is even, Spin2n

has additional central subgroups. The half-spin group scheme is defined over
Fsep by

HSpin2n(Fsep) = Spin2n(Fsep)/{1, ξ1} ∼= Spin2n(Fsep)/{1, ξ2}.

We also consider a symplectic involution on M2n(F) given by

ψ2n : M2n(F)→ M2n(F)

A 7→ −Ψ2nA
TΨ2n

where Ψ2n =

[
0 Ωn
−Ωn 0

]
and the associated group schemes PSp2n(ψ2n) and Sp2n(ψ2n). Again we use
the unadorned PSp2n and Sp2n when the symplectic involution in question is
the above ψ2n. These have Fsep-points

Sp2n(Fsep) = {A ∈ M2n(Fsep) | A · (ψ2n ⊗ 1)(A) = I}
PSp2n(Fsep) = Sp2n(Fsep)/{I,−I}

and Z(Sp2n) ∼= µ2. We will also work with the symplectic groups via the
language of Chevalley generators. The translation between the Chevalley lan-
guage and the matrix language within Sp2n is given in appendix 1. We note
here that in this language the center of the symplectic group is

Z(Sp2n(Fsep)) = {I,
n∏

i=1
i odd

hαi
(−1)}.

Finally, we will obtain the F-points of all these groups by considering the fixed
points of the Γ = Gal(Fsep/F) action on the Fsep-points described above. The
action of Γ on Chevalley generators is included in appendix 1 and 2.
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2.2 Kronecker Tensor Product

The titular Kronecker tensor product map, on the level of matrices over a field
extension E/F, is the universal map Mn(E) ×Mm(E) → Mn(E) ⊗Mm(E) ∼=
Mnm(E). These maps restrict to produce the following two group scheme ho-
momorphisms.

ρSO : SOn×SOm → SOnm

ρ0 : Sp2n×Sp2m → SO4nm(ψ2n ⊗ ψ2m).

Rather than consider the second homomorphism, we will compose it with a
conjugation to obtain

ρSp : Sp2n×Sp2m → SO4nm

(A,B) 7→ P−1ρ0(A,B)P

where

P =



J

.
.
.

J

K

.
.
.

K


︸ ︷︷ ︸

n
︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

, with J =
[
Im 0
0 −Ωm

]
,K =

[
Ωm 0
0 Im

]
.

2.3 Rost Multipliers

Here we introduce the notion of the Rost multipliers of a homomorphism be-
tween linear algebraic groups following [GMS]. Rost multipliers are integers
that describe the homomorphism’s induced map between quadratic invariants
as follows. Let G be a split semisimple linear algebraic group and let T ⊂ G
be a split maximal torus.

T ∼= Gnm and T∗ = HomF(T,Gm) ∼= Zn.

Since T acts diagonalizably on the Lie algebra of G via the adjoint action, a
copy of the root system of G, denoted Φ, lies within T∗. Let W be the Weyl
group of Φ. The action of W on Φ extends naturally to T∗ and then also to
the degree 2 elements of the symmetric tensor product, S2(T∗). The invariant
elements, S2(T∗)W , are integral W -invariant quadratic forms on T∗⊗R. These
are the aforementioned quadratic invariants. When G is simple, S2(T∗)W ∼=
Z〈q〉 is an infinite cyclic group generated by an element q called the normalized
Killing form of G. When G is semisimple these invariants form a free group
generated by the normalized Killing forms of the simple components.
This construction has functorial properties, [GMS, pg.119]. If ϕ : G → H is
a homomorphism of split semisimple linear algebraic groups, then there is an
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induced map on characters, ϕ∗ : T∗H → T∗G, which in turn induces a map on
quadratic invariants

ϕ† : S(T∗H)WH → S(T ∗G)WG

by extending algebraically. Because ϕ† is a homomorphism of free groups,
the image of each generator is an integral combination of generators in the
codomain, and these integers are called the Rost multipliers of ϕ.

3 Garibaldi’s Example, PSp2×PSp8 ↪→ HSpin16

In [Ga09], Garibaldi considered the map given over F by

ϕ : Sp2(F)× Sp8(F)→ SO16(F)

(A,B) 7→ P−1ρ(A,B)P
where P =


I4 0 0 0
0 0 Ω4 0
0 −Ω4 0 0
0 0 0 I4

 .
This P differs slightly from the one printed in [Ga09] but later calculations
there agree with this P . Garibaldi described the restriction of ϕ to maximal
tori using the language of Chevalley groups and then noted that there is a lifting
φ : Sp2×Sp8 → Spin16 which acts analogously on Chevalley generators. The
lifting’s restriction to maximal tori, and in particular to the center, is described
in the following tables.

h ∈ Sp2×Sp8 φ(h) ∈ Spin16

(h1(t), I) h1(t)h2(t2)h3(t3)h4(t4)h5(t3)h6(t2)h7(t)
(I, h1(u)) h1(u)h7(u−1)
(I, h2(u)) h2(u)h6(u−1)
(I, h3(u)) h3(u)h5(u−1)
(I, h4(u)) h4(u)h5(u2)h6(u2)h7(u)h8(u)

h ∈ Z(Sp2×Sp8) φ(h) ∈ Spin16

(I, I) 1
(h1(−1), I) h1(−1)h3(−1)h5(−1)h7(−1) = ξ1

(I, h1(−1)h3(−1)) h1(−1)h3(−1)h5(−1)h7(−1) = ξ1
(h1(−1), h1(−1)h3(−1) 1

Therefore φ induces an injection (Sp2×Sp8)/Z(Sp2×Sp8) ↪→ Spin16 /{1, ξ1}
which is the desired map PSp2×PSp8 ↪→ HSpin16.

4 Chevalley Generator Descriptions of Kronecker Tensor Prod-
ucts

Following the method of the previous example, we aim to explicitly describe
Kronecker tensor product maps between simply connected groups using the lan-
guage of Chevalley generators. To begin, we apply [BT72, Proposition 2.24(i)]
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to the maps,
ρSp : Sp2n×Sp2m → SO4nm

Spinn×Spinm � SOn×SOm
ρSO→ SOnm

By doing so we obtain unique maps φSp and φSpin making the following dia-
grams commute.

Spin4nm

Sp2n×Sp2m SO4nm

φSp

ρSp

Spinn×Spinm Spinnm

SOn×SOm SOnm

φSpin

ρSO

Since various properties of φSpin depend on the parities of n and m, we also
denote it by φn,m. On the level of Fsep-points these groups are described by the
Chevalley generators given in appendix 1 and 2, so we may describe the maps
in terms of Chevalley generators also. The images for the maps ρSp(Fsep)
and ρSO(Fsep) can be computed explicitly using the matrix representations
of Sp2n(Fsep) and SOn(Fsep). These images are recorded in appendix 3. It
turns out that the images of the lifted maps φSp and φSpin are described with
analogous products of Chevalley generators. To verify this we use identities
from [St68, Lemma 37] as well as the following collection of identities.

Lemma 1. Let n ≥ 2 and let Φ be the root system of Spinn. The following
relations hold in Spinn(Fsep) for all α ∈ Φ.

(1) wα(tu) = wα(t)wα(−1)wα(u)

(2) wα(t) = w−α(−t−1)

(3) wα(t)2 = hα(−1)

Furthermore, if α, β ∈ Φ are two roots of the form ±ei±ej such that α+β ∈ Φ
then

(4) hα(t)hβ(t) = hα+β(t).

If Spinn is of type B we also have for i 6= j,

(5) h±ei+(−1)mej (t)h(−1)m+1ej (t) = h±ei+(−1)m+1ej (t).

(6) h±ei(t)h±ej (t) = h±ei±ej (t2).

Proof. Point (1) follows from hα(tu) = hα(t)hα(u) by expanding both sides
into w’s and cancelling the rightmost wα(−1)’s. We remark that therefore (1)
holds in any Chevalley group, not just Spinn. Point (2) comes from [St68,
Lemma 37(b)] by conjugating wα(t) with itself to obtain

wα(t) = wα(t)wα(t)wα(−t) = w−α(ct−2t) = w−α(ct−1).
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Then since the constants c are the same in Spin as in SO, calculations in SO
show that for the above case c = −1, and so wα(t) = w−α(−t−1) as desired.
Point (3) follows from (1),(2) and the fact that hα(t)−1 = h−α(t).

wα(t)2 = wα(t)wα(t) = wα(t)wα(−1)wα(−1)wα(−t) = hα(t)
(
wα(t)wα(1)

)−1

= hα(t)
(
w−α(−t−1)w−α(−1)

)−1
= hα(t)h−α(−t−1)−1

= hα(t)hα(−t−1) = hα(−1).

To see (4), consider such α, β ∈ Φ, which without loss of generality must be
of the form α = ±ei + (−1)mej , β = (−1)m+1ej ± ek with i 6= k. Therefore
−〈β, α〉 = −〈α, β〉 = 1 and rα(β) = rβ(α) = α + β. Then using parts (b) and
(c) of [St68, Lemma 37],

hα(t)hβ(t) = wα(t)wα(−1)hβ(t) = wα(t)hα+β(t)wα(−1)

=
(
wα(t)wα+β(t)wα(−t)

)
wα(t)wα(−1)

(
wα(1)wα+β(−1)wα(−1)

)
= wβ(ct−〈α,α+β〉t)hα(t)wβ(−c) = wβ(c)hα(t)wβ(−c)
= hα+β(t)wβ(c)wβ(−c) = hα+β(t).

For (5), let α = ±ei + (−1)mej , β = (−1)m+1ej . Therefore −〈β, α〉 =
1,−〈α, β〉 = 2 and so rα(β) = α + β, rβ(α) = α + 2β. The argument is
then the same as the one above except at the second last step.

hα(t)hβ(t) = · · · = wβ(c)hα(t)wβ(−c) = hα+2β(t)wβ(c)wβ(−c) = hα+2β(t)

and hα+2β(t) = h±ei+(−1)m+1ej (t). Finally (6) follows from (5). Let α =
±ei, β = ±ej . Then (5) applies to the pairs α,−α+ β and α− β, β. Therefore

hα(t)hβ(t) = hα(t)h−α+β(t)hα−β(t)hβ(t) = hα+β(t)hα+β(t) = hα+β(t2).

Proposition 2. The group scheme homomorphisms φSp and φSpin act anal-
ogously on Chevalley generators as the homomorphisms ρSp and ρSO respec-
tively. For example

ρ2n,2m(xei−ej (t), 1) :=

2m∏
k=1

xe(i−1)2m+k−e(j−1)2m+k
(t)

where the xα(t) appearing are generators of SO, and therefore

φ2n,2m(xei−ej (t), 1) :=

2m∏
k=1

xe(i−1)2m+k−e(j−1)2m+k
(t)

where now the xα(t) appearing represent generators of Spin. All images of φSp
and φSpin are obtained similarly.
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Proof. First, define homomorphisms

f : Sp2n×Sp2m → Spin4nm and g : Spinn×Spinm → Spinnm

to act analogously to ρSp and ρSO respectively on Fsep-points as recorded in
appendix 3. Since these maps are between simply connected groups, to verify
they are well-defined it is sufficient via [St68, Theorem 8] to check that the
image of any xα(t) is again additive in t, the image of any hα(t) remains mul-
tiplicative in t, and that the commutator relations given in the appendices are
preserved. This can be verified using the relations in Spin given in appendix 2
and the relations of [St68, Lemma 37] and lemma 1. We note that f and g both
preserve the action of the Galois group Gal(Fsep/F) and therefore descend to
full group scheme homomorphisms. Since the natural projection Spinn � SOn

sends a Chevalley generator xα(t) ∈ Spinn(Fsep) to the analogous generator
xα(t) ∈ SOn(Fsep), f and g clearly make the following diagrams commute.

Spin4nm

Sp2n×Sp2m SO4nm

f

ρSp

Spinn×Spinm Spinnm

SOn×SOm SOnm

g

ρSO

Finally, since [BT72, Proposition 2.24(i)] produces unique maps, we must have
that f = φSp and g = φSpin.

Remark 3. We note that the maps φSp and φSpin also exist when F is char-
acteristic 2, however it is unclear to us whether the techniques used in propo-
sition 2 apply in that case.

Corollary 4. The maps φSp, φSpin restrict to maps between maximal tori.
The images of hα(t) for simple roots α are given below for each map.

Sp2n×Sp2m φSp(h) ∈ Spin4nm where [y] = (2m)y

(hei−ei+1(t), I)
∏2m
k=1 he[i−1]+k−e[i]+k

(t)
(h2en(t), I)

∏m
k=1 he[n−1]+k+e[n−1]+m+k

(t)

(I, hej−ej+1(u))
∏n−1
k=0 he([k]+j−e[k]+j+1

(u)h−e[k]+m+j+e[k]+m+j+1
(u−1)

(I, h2em(u))
∏n−1
k=0 he[k]+m−e[k]+2m

(u)

Spin2n×Spin2m φSpin(h) ∈ Spin4nm . [y] = (2m)y, y = 2m+ 1− y
(hei−ei+1

(t), 1)
∏2m
k=1 he[i−1]+k−e[i]+k

(t)

(hen−1+en(t), 1)
∏2m
k=1 he[n−2]+k+e[n−1]+k

(t)

(1, hej−ej+1
(u))

∏n−1
k=0 he[k]+j−e[k]+j+1

(u)he
[k]+(j+1)

−e[k]+j
(u)

(1, hem−1+em(u))
∏n−1
k=0 he[k]+m−1−e[k]+m

(u)he[k]+m−e[k]+(m−1)
(u)
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Spin2n×Spin2m+1

φSpin(h) ∈ Spin2n(2m+1) . [y] = (2m+ 1)y,

y = 2m+ 2− y
(hei−ei+1

(t), 1)
∏2m+1
k=1 he[i−1]+k−e[i]+k

(t)

(hen−1+en(t), 1)
∏2m+1
k=1 he[n−2]+k+e[n−1]+k

(t)

(1, hej−ej+1
(u))

∏n−1
k=0 he[k]+j−e[k]+j+1

(u)he
[k]+(j+1)

−e[k]+j
(u)

(1, hem(u))
∏n−1
k=0 he[k]+m−e[k]+m

(u2)

Spin2n+1×Spin2m+1

φSpin(h) ∈ Spin(2n+1)(2m+1) . [y] = (2m+ 1)y,

y = 2m+ 2− y
(hei−ei+1(t), 1)

∏2m+1
k=1 he[i−1]+k−h[i]+k

(t)

(hen(t), 1)
∏2m+1
k=1 he[n−1]+k

(t)

(1, hej−ej+1
(u))

(∏n−1
k=0 he[k]+j−h[k]+j+1

(u)he
[k]+(j+1)

−e[k]+j
(u)
)

·he[n]+j−e[n]+j+1
(u)

(1, hem(u)) he[n]+m
(u)
∏n−1
k=0 he[k]+m

(u)he[k]+m
(u−1)

where 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ m− 1 in all tables.

Proof. These images can be computed using the explicit descriptions of φSp
and φSpin given in proposition 2. For roots α of the form ±ei± ej or ±2ei, the
factors in the image of xα(t) pairwise commute. Therefore wα(t) maps to an
analogous product of w’s, and in turn hα(t) maps to an analogous product of
h’s. For roots of the form α = ±ei in type B, the image of xα(t) contains factors
which do not commute. In these cases the image of hα(t) can be computed using
additional identities such as those in [St68] and lemma 1.

5 Induced Maps Via Central Quotients

Now that we have our desired liftings we wish to track their behaviour on
central elements in order to identify induced maps between central quotients.
In particular, we are interested in maps involving HSpin.

Proposition 5. Let at least one of n and m be even. Then there exists an
injection of group schemes φ′Sp making the following diagram commute.

Sp2n×Sp2m Spin4nm

PSp2n×PSp2m HSpin4nm

φSp

φ′Sp

Proof. Since the kernel of the map ρSp is a central subgroup of Sp2n×Sp2m,
and ρSp factors through Spin4nm via φSp, we must have that ker(φSp) is
contained within the center as well. By direct computation using the results
of corollary 4 and the description of the centers of Sp and Spin in section 2.1,
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we see that when at least one of n,m is even φSp behaves on elements of the
center of Sp2n×Sp2m as

(I, I) 7→ 1, (−I, I) 7→ ξ1, (I,−I) 7→ ξ1, (−I,−I) 7→ 1.

Thus the kernel of the composition Sp2n×Sp2m → Spin4nm → HSpin4nm

is the center of Sp2n×Sp2m. The first isomorphism theorem then yields the
desired injection.

Proposition 6. Let at least one of n and m be even. Then there exists an
injection of group schemes φ′2n,2m making the following diagram commute.

Spin2n×Spin2m Spin4nm

PSO2n×PSO2m HSpin4nm

φ2n,2m

φ′2n,2m

Proof. The kernel of φ2n,2m is a subset of the kernel of the composition
Spin2n×Spin2m → Spin4nm → SO4nm which is the same map as the com-
position Spin2n×Spin2m → SO2n×SO2m → SO4nm by construction. The
kernel of ρ2n,2m is a central subgroup of SO2n×SO2m and the inverse of
Z(SO2n×SO2m) under the natural projection is Z(Spin2n×Spin2m). Thus
the kernel of φ2n,2m is a central subgroup of Spin2n×Spin2m. Using the de-
scription of the center of Spin in section 2.1 and corollary 4 we compute that
φ2n,2m behaves on generators of the center as follows, depending on the parities
of n and m.

n even
m even

n odd
m even

n even
m odd

(ξ1, 1)7→ ξ1 (ζ, 1)7→ ξ1 (ξ1, 1) 7→ ξ1
(ξ2, 1)7→ ξ1 (1, ξ1)7→ ξ1 (ξ2, 1) 7→ ξ1
(1, ξ1)7→ ξ1 (1, ξ2)7→ ξ1 (1, ζ) 7→ ξ1
(1, ξ2)7→ ξ1

In all cases we see that the kernel of the composition

Spin2n×Spin2m → Spin4nm → HSpin4nm

is the center of Spin2n×Spin2m. The first isomorphism theorem then yields
the desired injection.

Proposition 7. Let n be even. Then there exists an injection of group schemes
φ′2n,2m+1 making the following diagram commute.

Spin2n×Spin2m+1 Spin2n(2m+1)

HSpin2n×SO2m+1 HSpin2n(2m+1)

φ2n,2m+1

φ′2n,2m+1
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Proof. By similar arguments as in the proof of proposition 6 above, the kernel
of φ2n,2m+1 is a central subgroup of Spin2n×Spin2m+1. Using the description
of the center of Spin in section 2.1 and corollary 4 we compute that φ2n,2m+1

behaves on generators of the center of Spin2n×Spin2m+1 as

(ξ1, 1) 7→ ξ1, (ξ2, 1) 7→ ξ2, (1, hαn
(−1)) 7→ 1.

Thus the kernel of the composition

Spin2n×Spin2m+1 → Spin2n(2m+1) → HSpin2n(2m+1)

is {1, ξ1}×Z(Spin2m+1). The first isomorphism theorem then yields the desired
injection.

6 Computing Rost Multipliers

In what follows we compute the Rost multipliers of the maps constructed in
section 5. For each of our groups, we choose the standard simple system of
roots {α1, . . . , αn} as in [Bou] where n is the rank of the group. and then
consider the maximal torus given by

T(F) = 〈
n∏
i=1

hαi(ti) | ti ∈ F×〉.

In all types, for σ ∈ Γ = Gal(Fsep/F) the action on h’s is by σ(hα(t)) =
hα(σ(t)). Therefore the group T(F) consists of products of h’s with arguments
from F. The groups T∗ are then

T∗Spin2n

T∗Spin2n+1

Z〈e1, · · · , en−1,
1
2 (e1 + · · ·+ en)〉

T∗SO2n

T∗SO2n+1

T∗Sp2n

Z〈e1, · · · , en〉

T∗HSpin2n
{
∑n−1
i=1 ciei + cn

1
2 (e1 + · · ·+ en) | ci ∈ Z,

∑n−1
i=1 ci even}

T∗PSO2n

T∗PSp2n

{
∑n
i=1 ciei | ci ∈ Z,

∑n
i=1 ci even}.
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where the characters act as follows by type.

Dn e1(
∏
hαi

(ti)) = t1
ej(
∏
hαi

(ti)) = t−1
j−1tj for 2 ≤ j ≤ n− 2 or j = n

en−1(
∏
hαi

(ti)) = t−2
n−2tn−1tn

1
2 (e1 + . . .+ en)(

∏
hαi(ti)) = tn

Bn e1(
∏
hαi

(ti)) = t1
ej(
∏
hαi(ti)) = t−1

j−1tj for 2 ≤ j ≤ n− 1

en(
∏
hαi(ti)) = t−1

n−1t
2
n

1
2 (e1 + . . .+ en)(

∏
hαi

(ti)) = tn

Cn e1(
∏
hαi(ti)) = t1

ej(
∏
hαi

(ti)) = t−1
j−1tj for 2 ≤ j ≤ n

Each T∗ contains the root system of its group in the usual way and therefore we
can compute the normalized Killing forms by finding the smallest multiple of∑
α∈Φ α

2 present in S2(T∗). This yields the following, as computed for HSpin
in [BR13, §5.1] and as computed for Sp,PSp,Spin, and PSO in [Me16, §4b].

qSO2n
= qSO2n+1

= qSp2n
qPSp2n

= qPSO2n∑n
i=1 e

2
i

∑n
i=1 e

2
i n ∼= 0 (mod 4)

2
∑n
i=1 e

2
i n ∼= 2 (mod 4)

4
∑n
i=1 e

2
i n ∼= 1, 3 (mod 4)

qSpin2n
= qSpin2n+1

qHSpin4n

1
2

∑n
i=1 e

2
i

1
2

∑2n
i=1 e

2
i n ∼= 0 (mod 4)∑2n

i=1 e
2
i n ∼= 2 (mod 4)

2
∑2n
i=1 e

2
i n ∼= 1, 3 (mod 4)

Since these are all rational multiples of qSO = qSp it will be sufficient to describe
the images ρ∗Sp(qSp) and ρ∗SO(qSO) where ρSp : Sp2n×Sp2m → SO4nm and
ρSO : SOn×SOm → SOnm are the tensor product maps from section 4. From
these, all other images can be extrapolated.

Lemma 8. Let ρSp and φSp be the split version of the maps from section 4.
Then the map ρ∗Sp : T∗SO4nm

→ T∗Sp2n
⊕T ∗Sp2m

is the restriction of the map

φ∗Sp : T∗Spin4nm
→ T∗Sp2n

⊕T ∗Sp2m
to the subgroup T∗SO4nm

≤ T∗Spin4nm
.

Proof. Restricting the commutative diagram on the left to maximal tori and
then dualizing yields the adjacent diagram on the right,

Spin4nm

Sp2n×Sp2m SO4nm

φSp

ρSp

T∗Spin4nm

T∗Sp2n
⊕T∗Sp2m

T∗SO4nm

φ∗Sp

ρ∗Sp

from which the claim becomes clear. φ∗Sp agrees with ρ∗Sp on the subgroup
T∗SO4nm

.
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Lemma 9. Let ρSO and φSpin be the split version of the maps from sec-
tion 4. Then the map ρ∗SO : T∗SOnm

→ T∗SOn
⊕T ∗SOm

can be identified with
the restriction of the map φ∗Spin : T∗Spinnm

→ T∗Spinn
⊕T ∗Spinm

to the subgroup

T∗SOnm
≤ T∗Spinnm

.

Proof. Restricting the commutative diagram on the left to maximal tori and
then dualizing yields the adjacent diagram on the right.

Spinn×Spinm Spinnm

SOn×SOm SOnm

φSpin

ρSO

T∗Spinn
⊕T∗Spinm

T∗Spinnm

T∗SOn
⊕T∗SOm

T∗SOnm

φ∗Spin

ρ∗SO

Since the diagram is commutative we see that φ∗Spin maps elements of
the subgroup T∗SOnm

≤ T∗Spinnm
into the subgroup T∗SOn

⊕T∗SOm
≤

T∗Spinn
⊕T∗Spinm

. Therefore we may identify ρ∗SO with this restriction of φ∗Spin
to T∗SOnm

.

Proposition 10. The Rost multipliers of φSp : Sp2n×Sp2m → Spin4nm are
(m,n). That is

φ†Sp(qSpin4nm
) = (mqSp2n

, nqSp2m
).

Proof. As a result of [GMS, Proposition 7.9(5)(b)] the Rost multipliers of ρSp
are (2m, 2n). That is

ρ†Sp(qSO4nm
) = (2mqSp2n

, 2nqSp2m
).

Therefore using lemma 8 and the description of the normalized Killing forms
above, we can compute

φ†Sp(qSpin4nm
) = φ†Sp(

1

2
qSO4nm

) =
1

2
ρ†Sp(qSO4nm

)

=
1

2
(2mqSp2n

, 2nqSp2m
) = (mqSp2n

, nqSp2m
).

Hence the Rost multipliers of φSp are (m,n).

Proposition 11. The Rost multipliers of φn,m : Spinn×Spinm → Spinnm
are (m,n). That is

φ†n,m(qSpinnm
) = (mqSpinn

, nqSpinm
).

Proof. As a result of [GMS, Proposition 7.9(5)(b)] the Rost multipliers of ρn,m
are (m,n). That is

ρ†n,m(qSOnm) = (mqSOn , nqSOm)
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Therefore by lemma 9 and using the description of the normalized Killing forms
above, we can compute

φ†n,m(qSpinnm
) = φ†n,m(

1

2
qSOnm) =

1

2
ρ†n,m(qSOnm

)

=
1

2
(mqSOn

, nqSOm
) = (mqSpinn

, nqSpinm
).

Hence the Rost multipliers of φn,m are (m,n) also.

Theorem 12. Let φ′Sp and φ′2n,2m be the maps of propositions 5 and 6 respec-
tively. Then their Rost multipliers are equal and they are described by

(φ′Sp)†(qHSpin4nm
) = (aqPSp2n

, bqPSp2m
)

(φ′2n,2m)†(qHSpin4nm
) = (aqPSO2n

, bqPSO2m
)

where (a, b) =


n (mod 4)

m (mod 4)
0 1 2 3

0 (m,n) (m, n4 ) (m, n2 ) (m, n4 )
1 (m4 , n) (m2 , n)
2 (m2 , n) (m, n2 ) (m2 ,

n
2 ) (m, n2 )

3 (m4 , n) (m2 , n)

with gaps appearing since these maps only occur when at least one of n and m
is even.

Proof. By restricting the commutative diagrams on the right to maximal tori
and then dualizing we obtain the adjacent diagrams on the right.

Sp2n×Sp2m Spin4nm T ∗Sp2n
⊕ T ∗Sp2m

T ∗Spin4nm

PSp2n×PSp2m HSpin4nm T ∗PSp2n
⊕ T ∗PSp2m

T ∗HSpin4nm

Spin2n×Spin2m Spin4nm T ∗Spin2n
⊕ T ∗Spin2m

T ∗Spin4nm

PSO2n×PSO2m HSpin4nm T ∗PSO2n
⊕ T ∗PSO2m

T ∗HSpin4nm

φSp φ∗Sp

φ′Sp (φ′Sp)∗

φSp φ∗2n,2m

φ′2n,2m (φ′2n,2m)∗

From the top diagrams we see that (φ′Sp)∗ can be viewed as a restriction of

φ∗Sp, and therefore (φ′Sp)† can be viewed as a restriction of φ†Sp. Similarly, the

bottom diagrams show that (φ′2n,2m)† can be viewed as a restriction of φ†2n,2m.
Then, since we know the Rost multipliers of φSp and φ2n,2m from propositions
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10 and 11 respectively we can compute

(φ′Sp)†(qHSpin4nm
) = φ†Sp(cqSpin4nm

) = (cmqSp2n
, cnqSp2m

)

=
(cm
d1
qPSp2n

,
cn

d2
qPSp2m

)
where c, d1, d2 ∈ Z are integers depending on n (mod 4) and m (mod 4) as de-
scribed at the beginning of section 6. Sorting through the possible cases yields
that the Rost multipliers are (a, b) as described in the table above. Similarly
we can compute

(φ′2n,2m)†(qHSpin4nm
) = φ†2n,2m(cqSpin4nm

) = (2cmqSpin2n
, 2cnqSpin2m

)

=

(
2cm

2d1
qPSO2n

,
2cn

2d2
qPSO2m

)
for the same c, d1, d2 ∈ Z as in the previous case, and therefore we obtain the
same Rost multipliers (a, b).

Theorem 13. Let φ′2n,2m+1 be the map from proposition 7. Then its Rost
multipliers are described by

(φ′2n,2m+1)†(qHSpin2n(2m+1)
) = (aqHSpin2n

, bqSO2m+1)

where (a, b) =


(2m+ 1, n) n

2
∼= 0 (mod 4)

(2m+ 1, 2n) n
2
∼= 2 (mod 4)

(2m+ 1, 4n) n
2
∼= 1, 3 (mod 4)

.

Proof. Restricting the commutative diagram on the top to maximal tori and
dualizing yields the diagram on the bottom

Spin2n×Spin2m+1 Spin2n(2m+1)

HSpin2n×SO2m+1 HSpin2n(2m+1)

φ2n,2m+1

φ′2n,2m+1

T∗Spin2n
⊕T∗Spin2m+1

T∗Spin2n(2m+1)

T∗HSpin2n
⊕T∗SO2m+1

T∗HSpin2n(2m+1)

φ∗2n,2m+1

(φ′2n,2m+1)∗

As in previous proofs this means we can consider (φ′2n,2m+1)† as a restriction

of φ†2n,2m+1. Then we can compute

(φ′2n,2m+1)†(qHSpin2n(2m+1)
) = φ†2n,2m+1(cqSpin2n(2m+1)

)

= ((2m+ 1)cqSpin2n
, 2ncqSpin2m+1

)

=

(
(2m+ 1)c

d1
qHSpin2n

,
2nc

2
qSO2m+1

)
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where c, d1 ∈ Z depend on n/2 (mod 4). Sorting through the possible cases
yields that the Rost multipliers of φ′2n,2m+1 are the (a, b) given above.

We briefly note that the results given above agree with the Rost multipli-
ers appearing in [Ga09] on the case in which they overlap. For the map
ϕ : Sp2×Sp8 → Spin16 it is noted in [Ga09, (7.2)] that the restriction
ϕ|Sp8

: Sp8 → Spin16 has a Rost multiplier of 1. Comparing this to our
map φ : Sp2n×Sp2m → Spin4nm for the case n = 1,m = 4 we see that the
duals of φ and φ|Sp8

are given by

φ∗ : T ∗Spin16
→ T ∗Sp2(1)

⊕ T ∗Sp2(4)
φ|∗Sp8

: T ∗Spin16
→ T ∗Sp8

qSpin16
7→
(
4 · qSp2

, 1 · qSp8

)
qSpin16

7→ 1 · qSp8

and hence φ|Sp8
also has a Rost multiplier of 1.

7 Application to Degree 3 Cohomological Invariants

Following [Me16] for a linear algebraic group G over a field F we consider its
group of degree 3 cohomological invariants with coefficients in Q/Z(2), denoted
Inv3(G, 2), where such an invariant is a natural transformation

α : H1(−, G)→ H3(−,Q/Z(2)).

of the functors H1(−, G), H3(−,Q/Z(2)) : Fields/F→ Groups. Such an invari-
ant is called normalized if it maps the trivial G-torsor to 0, and the group of
normalized invariants is denoted Inv3(G, 2)norm. Note that

Inv3(G, 2) = H3(F,Q/Z(2))⊕ Inv3(G, 2)norm.

Forming a subgroup of the normalized invariants are the decomposable invari-
ants, Inv3(G, 2)dec, which are those α ∈ Inv3(G, 2)norm given by a finite sum
of cup products of φi ∈ F× with invariants α′i : H

1(−, G)→ H2(−,Q/Z(1)) of
degree 2. That is, for all E a field extension of F and Y ∈ H1(E, G),

α(Y ) =
∑

φi ∪ α′i(Y ).

For PSp2n the decomposable invariants are described in [Me16, Theorem 4.6]
and are

Inv3(PSp2n, 2)dec
∼= F×/(F×)2

where the isomorphisms is as follows. For (c) ∈ F×/(F×)2 ∼= Inv3(PSp2n, 2)dec

it behaves over a field extension E/F as

(c) : H1(E,PSp2n)→ H3(E,Q/Z(2))

[(A,ψ)] 7→ (c) ∪ [A]
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where (c) ∪ [A] is a cohomological cup product considered an element of
H3(E,Q/Z(2)) by the identifications

(c) ∈ E×/(E×)2 ∼= H1(E, µ2) ≤ H1(E,Q/Z)

[A] ∈ Br(E) ∼= H2(E,Q/Z)

H1(E,Q/Z) ∪H2(E,Q/Z)→ H3(E,Q/Z(2)).

Similarly, we have that the decomposable invariants of HSpin4n are

Inv3(HSpin4n, 2)dec
∼= F×/(F×)2.

For (c) ∈ F×/(F×)2 ∼= Inv3(HSpin4n, 2)dec it behaves over E as

(c) : H1(E,HSpin4n)→ H3(E,Q/Z(2))

Y 7→ (c) ∪ [A(Y )]

where [A(Y )] is the class of the algebra represented by the image of Y under
the map H1(E,HSpin4n)→ H1(E,PSO4n) induced by the natural projection.
This can be seen from a remark in [Me16, §1a] which tells us that

Inv2(HSpin4n, 1)norm
∼= µ∗2

∼= Z/2Z

since µ2 is the kernel of the universal covering Spin4n � HSpin4n. Therefore
the degree two invariant Y 7→ [A(Y )], which comes from a degree two invariant
of PSO4n, is the non-trivial degree two invariant of HSpin4n, from which the
statement follows.
Additionally, we consider the quotient of the normalized invariants by the de-
composable invariants, denoted

Inv3(G, 2)ind :=
Inv3(G, 2)norm

Inv3(G, 2)dec

and called indecomposable invariants. We note that despite their name, inde-
composable invariants may not be invariants in the sense of natural transfor-
mations described above. We take from [Me16] and [BR13] some descriptions
of these groups of indecomposable invariants.

Inv3(PSp2n, 2)ind
∼=

{
Z/2Z n ≡ 0 (mod 4)

0 else

Inv3(PSO2n, 2)ind
∼=

{
Z/2Z n ≡ 0 (mod 4)

0 else

Inv3(HSpin4n, 2)ind
∼=


0 n > 1 odd or n = 2

Z/2Z n ≡ 2 (mod 4), n 6= 2

Z/4Z n ≡ 0 (mod 4)
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As noted in [BR13], the above groups of invariants are functorial in G, that is
a homomorphism of linear algebraic groups ρ : G→ H induces a commutative
diagram

Inv3(H, 2)dec Inv3(H, 2)norm Inv3(H, 2)ind

Inv3(G, 2)dec Inv3(G, 2)norm Inv3(G, 2)ind

where the vertical maps between decomposable invariants and between nor-
malized invariants send an invariant ∆ to the composition

H1(−, G)→ H1(−, H)
∆→ H3(−,Q/Z).

Now we can use our map φ′Sp of proposition 5 within this framework to describe

the structure of Inv3(HSpin4n, 2)norm.

Lemma 14. Let φ′Sp be the map of proposition 5. Then its induced map on
decomposable invariants is the diagonal map

F×/(F×)2 → F×/(F×)2 ⊕ F×/(F×)2

(c) 7→
(
(c), (c)

)
which in particular is injective.

Proof. Let E/F be a field extension. We consider the following commutative
diagram of cohomology sets where the horizontal map is induced by φ′Sp, the
vertical map is induced by the natural projection, and the diagonal map is
induced by the Kronecker tensor product map between adjoint groups.

H1(E,PSp2n×PSp2m) H1(E,HSpin4nm)

H1(E,PSO4nm)

Since the diagonal map comes from the tensor product map, if we consider cen-
tral simple algebras (A1, ψ1), (A2, ψ2) over E of degree 2n and 2m respectively
with symplectic involution then we can denote their images within the above
diagram as

([A1, ψ1], [A2, ψ2]) Y

[A1 ⊗A2, ψ1 ⊗ ψ2] .

Now for a decomposable degree three invariant of HSpin, ∆ ∈
Inv3(HSpin4nm, 2)dec, ∆ corresponds to some (c) ∈ F×/(F×)2 and we
have that

∆(Y ) = (c) ∪ [A(Y )] = (c) ∪ [A1 ⊗A2].
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Therefore, denoting the image of ∆ under the map

Inv3(HSpin4nm, 2)dec → Inv3(PSp2n×PSp2m, 2)dec

by ∆′ we have that

∆′([A1, ψ1], [A2, ψ2]) = ∆(Y ) = (c) ∪ [A1 ⊗A2] = (c) ∪ [A1] + (c) ∪ [A2]

since addition in Br(E) is the tensor product of algebras. Hence we see that ∆′

corresponds to the diagonal element
(
(c), (c)

)
∈ F×/(F×)2 ⊕ F×/(F×)2.

Theorem 15. Let n ≥ 2. The exact sequence

0→ Inv3(HSpin4n, 2)dec→ Inv3(HSpin4n, 2)norm→ Inv3(HSpin4n, 2)ind→ 0

is split. In particular, we can describe the degree three normalized invariants
of HSpin4n as

Inv3(HSpin4n, 2)norm
∼=


F×/(F×)2 n is odd or n = 2

F×/(F×)2 ⊕ Z/2Z n ≡ 2 (mod 4) and n 6= 2

F×/(F×)2 ⊕ Z/4Z n ≡ 0 (mod 4).

Proof. First, we note that if n > 1 is odd or n = 2 then Inv3(HSpin4n, 2)ind
∼= 0

and the result is immediate.
Next assume that n ≡ 2 (mod 4) and n 6= 2. In this case we can write n = 2m
where m ≥ 3 is an odd integer. Then we consider the commutative diagram of
degree three invariants induced by the map φ′Sp : PSp4×PSp2m → HSpin4n.
In this case it takes the form

F×/(F×)2 Inv3(HSpin4n, 2)norm Z/2Z

F×/(F×)2 ⊕ F×/(F×)2 F×/(F×)2 ⊕ F×/(F×)2 0

where the leftmost vertical map is the injection of lemma 14. From this di-
agram we see that for all ∆ ∈ Inv3(HSpin4n, 2)norm, 2∆ maps to 0 in both
Z/2Z and F×/(F×)2 ⊕ F×/(F×)2. Therefore, 2∆ comes from F×/(F×)2 and
maps to 0 along an injection, meaning 2∆ = 0. Thus, the exponent of
Inv3(HSpin4n, 2)norm is 2, the same as of Z/2Z, and so any choice of preimage
of 1 ∈ Z/2Z produces a splitting as desired.
Finally, assume that n ≡ 0 (mod 4). Again we write n = 2m where now m
is an even integer, and we consider the commutative diagram of degree three
invariants induced by the map φ′Sp : PSp4×PSp2m → HSpin4n. In this

case, the group Inv3(PSp4×PSp2m, 2)ind is either 0 or Z/2Z depending on m
(mod 4). Therefore the commutative diagram takes the form

F×/(F×)2 Inv3(HSpin4n, 2)norm Z/4Z

F×/(F×)2 ⊕ F×/(F×)2 Inv3(PSp4×PSp2m, 2)norm 0 or Z/2Z
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Since the bottom row is exact, the exponent of Inv3(PSp4×PSp2m, 2)norm

divides 2 if Inv3(PSp4×PSp2m, 2)ind
∼= 0, or it divides 4 if

Inv3(PSp4×PSp2m, 2)ind
∼= Z/2Z. In either case the exponent divides 4.

Hence, for all ∆ ∈ Inv3(HSpin4n, 2)norm, 4∆ maps to 0 in both Z/4Z
and Inv3(PSp4×PSp2m, 2)norm. Therefore, 4∆ comes from F×/(F×)2 and
maps to 0 along an injection, meaning 4∆ = 0. Thus, the exponent of
Inv3(HSpin4n, 2)norm is 4, the same as Z/4Z, and so any choice of preimage
of 1 ∈ Z/4Z produces a splitting as desired.

We note that theorem 15 is a generalization of [BR13, Corollary 5.2] which
states the result for HSpin16.

7.1 An Explicit Invariant of HSpin

In [Me16], Merkurjev constructed a non-trivial, non-decomposable invariant
I ∈ Inv3(PSO2n, 2)norm when n ≡ 0 (mod 4) and the characteristic of F is dif-
ferent from 2. I is therefore a representative of 1 ∈ Z/2Z ∼= Inv3(PSO2n, 2)ind.
We briefly summarize the construction. Consider an element (A, σ, e) ∈
H1(F,PSO2n) where (A, σ) is a central simple F-algebra with orthogonal in-
volution of trivial discriminant, and e ∈ Z(C(A, σ)) is a non-trivial idempotent
from the center of the Clifford algebra. Merkurjev finds a hyperbolic involution
σ′ on A and another corresponding idempotent e′ from the center of C(A, σ′).
Merkurjev then notes that (A, σ′, e′) lies in the image of the natural map

H1(F,SO(A, σ))→ H1(F,PSO(A, σ)).

The set H1(F,SO(A, σ)) is described as equivalence classes of pairs (a, x) ∈
A×F where a = σ(a) and x2 = Nrd(a). Since (A, σ′, e′) is in the image of this
map, it comes from some (a, x). The invariant then acts by

I(A, σ, e) = (x) ∪ [A] ∈ H3(F,Q/Z(2)).

Now, let n ≡ 0 (mod 4) and n 6= 4. We consider the above invariant pulled
back to HSpin2n,

Inv3(PSO2n, 2)norm → Inv3(HSpin2n, 2)norm

I 7→ I ′

and we see that for Y ∈ H1(F,HSpin2n) it acts via

I ′(Y ) = (x) ∪ [A(Y )]

where [A(Y )] is the algebra represented by the image of Y in H1(F,PSO2n),
and x ∈ F is chosen through the process outlined above. As a result of [Me16,
Remark 3.10], since the map π : HSpin2n � PSO2n is between split groups,
the induced map

Inv3(PSO2n, 2)ind → Inv3(HSpin2n, 2)ind
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is described by the Rost multiplier of the homomorphism. In this case the dual
map π∗ : T∗PSO2n

↪→ T∗HSpin2n
is simply the inclusion as a subgroup, and so

by referencing the normalized Killing forms given in section 6 we see the Rost
multiplier is 1 if n/2 ≡ 2 (mod 4), and is 2 if n/2 ≡ 0 (mod 4). Therefore the
induced map between indecomposable invariants is

Z/2Z ∼→ Z/2Z if n/2 ≡ 2 (mod 4)

Z/2Z ↪→ Z/4Z if n/2 ≡ 0 (mod 4)

1 7→ 2

Remark 16. In the case when m ≡ 2 (mod 4), the invariant I ′ above, along
with the decomposable invariants, gives a explicit description of all degree three
normalized invariants Inv3(HSpin4m, 2)norm.

8 Appendices

The simply connected groups Spinn and Sp2n are defined by the relations
given in [St68, Theorem 8]. The constants cij appear below. The Galois action
given for each group is the entry-wise action on matrix entries in the case of
Sp2n and SOd. The action is defined analogously for Spind making the natural
projection Spind � SOd a Γ-morphism.

Appendix 1. Sp2n is of type Cn and by [Bou] it has root system

Φ = {±ei ± ej ,±2ek | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, 1 ≤ k ≤ n}.

The Fsep-points of Sp2n have Chevalley generators

xei−ej (t) = I2n + t(Ei,j − E2n+1−j,2n+1−i)

xei+ej (t) = I2n + t(Ei,2n+1−j + Ej,2n+1−i)

x2ej (t) = I2n + tEj,2n+1−j

for t ∈ Fsep, 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n with i < j, and x−α(t) = xα(t)T . For all
α ∈ Φ and for all σ ∈ Γ = Gal(Fsep/F), we have

σ(xα(t)) = xα(σ(t)).

For α, β ∈ Φ, if 0 6= α + β /∈ Φ then (xα(t), xβ(u)) is trivial. Otherwise, if
α+β ∈ Φ then it falls into one of the following cases. For integers i, j, k, l ∈ [1, n]
with i < j, k, l and k < l, and for a1, a2, a3, a4 ∈ {1,−1} the commutators are

j = k :(xa1ei+a2ej (t), x−a2ej+a3el(u)) = xa1ei+a3el(ctu)

i 6= k, j = l :(xa1ei+a2ej (t), xa3ek−a2ej (u)) = xa1ei+a3ek(ctu)

i = k, j 6= l :(xa2ei+a1ej (t), x−a2ei+a3el(u)) =

{
xa1ej+a3el(ctu) j < l

xa3el+a1ej (ctu) l < j.
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where c = a2 ·min{a1a2,−a2a3}. Furthermore,

(xa1ei+a2ej (t), xa1ei−a2ej (u)) = x2a1ei(−2a2tu)

(xa1ei+a2ej (t), x−a1ei+a2ej (u)) = x2a2ej (−2a1tu)

(xa1ei+a2ej (t), x−2a1ei(u)) = x−a1ei+a2ej (a2tu) · x2a2ej (−a1a2t
2u)

(xa1ei+a2ej (t), x−2a2ej (u)) = xa1ei−a2ej (a1tu) · x2a1ei(−a1a2t
2u)

Appendix 2. SOd is of type Dn if d = 2n, or it is of type Bn if d = 2n +
1.Therefore by [Bou] it has root system Φ = {±ei ± ej | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}
or Φ = {±ei ± ej ,±ek | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, 1 ≤ k ≤ n} respectively. Letting
i = d+ 1− i, the Fsep-points of SOd have Chevalley generators

xei−ej (t) = Id + t(Ei,j − Ej,i) xei+ej (t) = Id + t(Ei,j − Ej,i)

in all cases, and when d = 2n+ 1 they have additional generators

xej (t) = Id +
√

2tEj,n+1 −
√

2tEn+1,j − t
2Ej,j

for t ∈ E, 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n with i < j, and x−α(t) = xα(t)T . For
σ ∈ Γ = Gal(Fsep/F) and for α ∈ Φ a long root, i.e. α = ±ei ± ej , we have
σ(xα(t)) = xα(σ(t)). If α ∈ Φ is a short root, i.e. α = ±ei, then

σ(xα(t)) =

{
xα(σ(t)) if σ(

√
2) =

√
2

xα(−σ(t)) if σ(
√

2) = −
√

2

The commutator relations for SOd and Spind are the same. For α, β ∈ Φ, if
0 6= α + β /∈ Φ then (xα(t), xβ(u)) is trivial. Otherwise, if α + β ∈ Φ then it
falls into one of the following cases. For integers i, j, k, l ∈ [1, n] with i < j, k, l
and k < l, and for a1, a2, a3, a4 ∈ {1,−1} the commutators are

j = k :(xa1ei+a2ej (t), x−a2ej+a3el(u)) = xa1ei+a3el(−a2tu)

i 6= k, j = l :(xa1ei+a2ej (t), xa3ek−a2ej (u)) = xa1ei+a3ek(−a3tu)

i = k, j 6= l :(xa1ei+a2ej (t), x−a1ei+a3el(u)) =

{
xa2ej+a3el(a2tu) j < l

xa3el+a2ej (−a3tu) l < j.

and furthermore if d is odd there are additional relations

(xa1ei+a2ej (t), x−a1ei(u)) = x−a1ei+a2ej (−tu2)xa2ej (a2tu)

(xa1ei+a2ej (t), x−a2ej (u)) = xa1ei−a2ej (tu2)xa1ei(−a2tu)

(xa1ei(t), xa2ej (u)) = xa1ei+a2ej (−2a2tu).

For all groups, commutators where k is the minimal index involved instead of
i are described by taking the inverse of the appropriate relation above. The
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constants for Sp2n were calculated using the natural representation sp2n ↪→
M2n(F). The constants for Spind were calculated within SOd using the natural
representation sod ↪→ Md(F). By [St68, Lemma 15.1] these constants do not
depend on the chosen representation of sod and so also apply to Spind.

Appendix 3. The images of the map ρSp on Fsep-points in terms of Chevalley
generators.

Sp2n×Sp2m ρSp(x) ∈ SO4nm where [y] = (2m)y

(xei−ej (t), I)
∏2m
k=1 xe[i−1]+k−e[j−1]+k

(t)

(x−ei+ej (t), I)
∏2m
k=1 x−e[i−1]+k+e[j−1]+k

(t)
(xei+ej (t), I)

∏m
k=1 xe[i−1]+k+e[j−1]+m+k

(t)xe[i−1]+m+k+e[j−1]+k
(−t)

(x−ei−ej (t), I)
∏m
k=1 x−e[i−1]+k−e[j−1]+m+k

(t)x−e[i−1]+m+k−e[j−1]+k
(−t)

(x2ei(t), I)
∏m
k=1 xe[i−1]+k+e[i−1]+m+k

(t)
(x−2ei(t), I)

∏m
k=1 x−e[i−1]+k−e[i−1]+m+k

(t)

(I, xei−ej (u))
∏n−1
k=0 xe([k]+i−e[k]+j

(u)x−e[k]+m+i+e[k]+m+j
(−u)

(I, x−ei+ej (u))
∏n−1
k=0 x−e[k]+i+e[k]+j

(u)xe[k]+m+i−e[k]+m+j
(−u)

(I, xei+ej (u))
∏n−1
k=0 xe[k]+i−e[k]+m+j

(−u)xe[k]+j−e[k]+m+i
(−u)

(I, x−ei−ej (u))
∏n−1
k=0 x−e[k]+i+e[k]+m+j

(−u)x−e[k]+j+e[k]+m+i
(−u)

(I, x2ei(u))
∏n−1
k=0 xe[k]+i−e[k]+m+i

(−u)

(I, x−2ei(u))
∏n−1
k=0 x−e[k]+i+e[k]+m+i

(−u)

Images of the maps ρSO on Fsep-points in terms of Chevalley generators.

SO2n×SO2m ρSO(x) ∈ SO4nm . [y] = (2m)y, y = 2m+ 1− y
(xei−ej (t), I)

∏2m
k=1 xe[i−1]+k−e[j−1]+k

(t)

(x−ei+ej (t), I)
∏2m
k=1 x−e[i−1]+k+e[j−1]+k

(t)

(xei+ej (t), I)
∏2m
k=1 xe[i−1]+k+e[j−1]+k

(t)

(x−ei−ej (t), I)
∏2m
k=1 x−e[i−1]+k−e[j−1]+k

(t)

(I, xei−ej (u))
∏n−1
k=0 xe[k]+i−e[k]+j

(u)xe[k]+j−e[k]+i
(−u)

(I, x−ei+ej (u))
∏n−1
k=0 x−e[k]+i+e[k]+j

(u)x−e[k]+j+e[k]+i
(−u)

(I, xei+ej (u))
∏n−1
k=0 xe[k]+i−e[k]+j

(u)xe[k]+j−e[k]+i
(−u)

(I, x−ei−ej (u))
∏n−1
k=0 x−e[k]+i+e[k]+j

(u)x−e[k]+j+e[k]+i
(−u)
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SO2n×SO2m+1 ρSO(x) ∈ SO2n(2m+1) . [y] = (2m+ 1)y, y = 2m+ 2− y
(xei−ej (t), I)

∏2m+1
k=1 xe[i−1]+k−e[j−1]+k

(t)

(x−ei+ej (t), I)
∏2m+1
k=1 x−e[i−1]+k+e[j−1]+k

(t)

(xei+ej (t), I)
∏2m+1
k=1 xe[i−1]+k+e[j−1]+k

(t)

(x−ei−ej (t), I)
∏2m+1
k=1 x−e[i−1]+k−e[j−1]+k

(t)

(I, xei−ej (u))
∏n−1
k=0 xe[k]+i−e[k]+j

(u)xe[k]+j−e[k]+i
(−u)

(I, x−ei+ej (u))
∏n−1
k=0 x−e[k]+i+e[k]+j

(u)x−e[k]+j+e[k]+i
(−u)

(I, xei+ej (u))
∏n−1
k=0 xe[k]+i−e[k]+j

(u)xe[k]+j−e[k]+i
(−u)

(I, x−ei−ej (u))
∏n−1
k=0 x−e[k]+i+e[k]+j

(u)x−e[k]+j+e[k]+i
(−u)

(I, xei(u))

∏n−1
k=0

(
xe[k]+i−e[k]+(m+1)

(
√

2u)xe[k]+(m+1)−e[k]+i
(−
√

2u)

·xe[k]+i−e[k]+i
(u2)

)
(I, x−ei(u))

∏n−1
k=0

(
x−e[k]+(m+1)+e[k]+i

(−
√

2u)x−e[k]+i+e[k]+(m+1)
(
√

2u)

·x−e[k]+i+e[k]+i
(u2)

)

SO2n+1 ×SO2m+1
ρSO(x) ∈ SO(2n+1)(2m+1) . [y] = (2m+ 1)y,
y = 2m+ 2− y

(xei−ej (t), I)
∏2m+1
k=1 xe[i−1]+k−e[j−1]+k

(t)

(x−ei+ej (t), I)
∏2m+1
k=1 x−e[i−1]+k+e[j−1]+k

(t)

(xei+ej (t), I)
∏2m+1
k=1 xe[i−1]+k+e[j−1]+k

(t)

(x−ei−ej (t), I)
∏2m+1
k=1 x−e[i−1]+k−e[j−1]+k

(t)

(xei(t), I)

(∏m
k=1xe[i−1]+k−e[n]+k

(
√

2t)xe[i−1]+k+e[n]+k
(
√

2t)

·xe[i−1]+k+e[i−1]+k
(t2)

)
· xe[i−1]+(m+1)

(t)

(x−ei(t), I)

(∏m
k=1x−e[i−1]+k−e[n]+k

(
√

2t)x−e[i−1]+k+e[n]+k
(
√

2t)

·x−e[i−1]+k−e[i−1]+k
(t2)

)
· x−e[i−1]+(m+1)

(t)

(I, xei−ej (u))

(∏n−1
k=0xe[k]+i−e[k]+j

(u)xe[k]+j−e[k]+i
(−u)

)
·xe[n]+i−e[n]+j

(u)

(I, x−ei+ej (u))

(∏n−1
k=0x−e[k]+i+e[k]+j

(u)x−e[k]+j+e[k]+i
(−u)

)
·x−e[n]+i+e[n]+j

(u)

(I, xei+ej (u))

(∏n−1
k=0xe[k]+i−e[k]+j

(u)xe[k]+j−e[k]+i
(−u)

)
·xe[n]+i+e[n]+j

(u)

(I, x−ei−ej (u))

(∏n−1
k=0x−e[k]+i+e[k]+j

(u)x−e[k]+j+e[k]+i
(−u)

)
·x−e[n]+i−e[n]+j

(u)

(I, xei(u))

(∏n−1
k=0xe[k]+i−e[k]+(m+1)

(
√

2u)xe[k]+(m+1)−e[k]+i
(−
√

2u)

·xe[k]+i−e[k]+i
(u2)

)
· xe[n]+i

(u)

(I, x−ei(u))

(∏n−1
k=0x−e[k]+(m+1)+e[k]+i

(−
√

2u)x−e[k]+i+e[k]+(m+1)
(
√

2u)

·x−e[k]+i+e[k]+i
(u2)

)
· x−e[n]+i

(u)
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